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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
In this paper we study the behavior of solutions to the linear differential 
equation 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t), tE(--CO, a), V-W 
where A is a continuous n x 11 matrix valued function on (-a, co). In [6], 
Wintner uses the Euclidean norm on Z” (where X is the real or complex 
field) to give estimates of upper and lower bounds for solutions to (LDE)- 
see also Cesari [I, p. 481 and references cited therein. Lozinskii [4] uses the 
logarithmic norm of A(t) to obtain similar bounds for solutions to (LDE) 
for any norm on Xn--see also Coppel [2, p. 581. In this paper we apply a 
class of seminorms on X” to obtain upper and lower bounds for certain 
families of solutions to (LDE). Applying these bounds to periodic linear 
equations, we are able to give estimates on the absolute values of the multi- 
pliers of (LDE). Our results extend and improve those of Lazer [3] and 
also improve some of the bounds for linear equations obtained in Martin 
[5, Propositions 4 and 51. 
2. PROJECTION SEMINORMS 
Let X denote the field of real of complex numbers and let 1 * 1 denote a 
norm on the vector space X0, where n is a positive integer. Denote by 9(Xn) 
the normed algebra of all linear functions from ~0 into 9-a with the norm 
]I * 11 on 9(Zn) defined by 11 A [I = max{lAxI:xEZn,Ixl <I}. We let 
8 denote the zero of Xn, 0 the zero of 9(.X*), and I the identity of 6p(Xn). 
* This work was partially supported by the U.S. Army Research Office, Durham, 
NC. 
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Throughout this paper it is assumed that m is a positive integer and 
(P,: i = l,..., m} is a family of supplementary projections on 9(-x”), i.e., 
Pi. Pi = Pi; Pi f Pj = 0 if i #j; and 2Pi=1. 
i=l 
Also, it is assumed that Pi # 0 for any i (and, hence, m < n). 
DEFINITION 1. For each i in {I,..., m}, define the [0, co) valued function 
1 * Ii on .P by 
I x Ii = I pix I 
for each x in Xn, and define the [0, CO) valued function II * Iii on P(Lx?) by 
II A Ii = sup{/ Ax Ii: xE~“,l=jxli~IxIgforj#i) 
for each A in I. 
It is trivial to see that I . Ii is a seminorm on X” for each i in {l,..., m}. 
Also, if A is in L?(Y~) and x is in LP with 1 = I x Ii > I x 1, for j # i, then 
so 
I x I = / f Pjx j < I Pix I + 1 I Pjx I d m; 
j=l j+i 
I Ax Ii = I PJx I < II Pd II I x I < m II Pd II . 
Hence jl A /Ii is finite and II A /Ii \< m 1) P,A (1 . It is also easy to see that 
(1 * /Ii is a seminorm on P’(S?). Furthermore, 1) A Iii is the least number M 
such that the inequality I Ax II < M I x Ii is valid for all x in JP such that 
1 x Ii > 1 x Ii for j # i. Th e inequality 1 Ax la < )/ A /Ii I x Ii does not neces- 
sarily hold for all x in X”, and the inequality II A * B /Ii < Ij A (Ii * 11 B /Ii also 
does not hold in general. However, if PiA = AP, , then these inequalities 
are valid. 
DEFINITION 2. For each i in {l,..., m} and A in 6p(Xn), define 
piPI = ji~+(llI + ~4 Iii - 1)/h. 
Note that /I I (Ii = 1, so that &A] is the right derivative at h = 0 of the 
convex function h + 11 I + hA jli . Hence pJ.1 is well defined and 
for each h > 0 (see, e.g., Coppel [2, p. 31). 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that i is in {l,..., m} and A and B are in 9’(.Xn). 
Then 
(i) I 144 d II A IIs 
(ii) p([rA] = rpi[A] for each Y > 0; 
(iii) AA + 4 d PM + dB1; 
(iv> -d--Al d ccJ4; 
(4 I PMI - PPII G II A - B Iii; 
and 
(vii> = &A + miPi] = &A] + Re(cuJ for aZZ 
011 )..., a, E 37. 
Indication of Proof. Part (i) is immediate from the inequality 
I II 1 + hA Iii - 1 I = I II 1 + hA Iii - II 1 Iii I G h II A Iii a 
and (ii) follows easily since rh + Of as h -+ 0’. Part (iii) follows from (ii) 
and the estimate 
II I+ 44 + @Ii - 1 < [II + h2A Iii - 1 + II I+ K!B lli - 1]/2. 
Part (iv) is immediate from (iii) since 0 = pi[A - A] < pi[A] + &-A]. 
By (iii) and (i), we have that 
CL&~ G ~iP1 + /-4A - Bl d PPI + II A - B Ii. 
Thus &A] - &‘B] < 1) A - B Iii and interchanging the roles of A and B 
establishes (v). Since II Pj Iji is 0 ifj # i and is 1 ifj = i, 
(vi) follows easily from the fact that 
bl+(( 1 + hcxi 1 - 1) = Re(orJ. 
Similarly, it is easy to see that 
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Also, by (iii) and (vi), 
P@ + d’d < PM + Re(4 
and 
pLi[A] = pi[A + o$~ - Qi] < ,+[A + 4’J + W-4, 
and (vii) is established. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that i is in {I,..., m} and x is a member of X* 
such that 1 x Ii > 1 x ljforj # i. Then 
for each A in 9(X”). Furthermore, for each M > 0 and e > 0, there is a 
number S = 6(M, l ) in (0, 1) such that 
&(I x + hAx Ii - I x Id/h G (PM + 4 I x Ii 3 (2) 
whenever A is in 9(X”) with 11 A 1) < M and x is in Zn with 
1 x Ij 2 (1 - 8) I x Ii for j # i. 
Proof. Note first that the limits in (1) and (2) both exist since 
h -+ I x + hAx Ii is convex. Also, if 1 x Ii > / x Ii for j # i, then 
so 
I x + hAx Ii d II I+ hA IL I x Ii; 
&(I x + hAx Ii - I x Id/h < L;s(llI + hA lli I x Ii - I x M/h 
= PM I 2 Ii . 
This establishes (1). For the proof of (2), let 6 be a number in (0, 1) such that 
6(1 - 8)-l II Pi 11 M(m - 1) < 6, and suppose that x E X” with 
Let 
I x Ii 2 (1 - 8) I ‘cc lj for all j # i. 
XI = x - s c PjX. 
ifi 
Then 
P$X’ = PiX and PjXl = PjX - SP,x if j # i. 
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Thus 
[ x’ I, = 1 Pjx - SP,x 1 = (1 - 6) 1 x jj < j x’ Ii if j # i. 
BY Cl), 
&$(I x’ + h4x’ Ii - I x’ 1,)/h < p&q I x’ Ii . 
Also, 
I x + hAx Ii = I Pix + hPiAx / = j P,x’ + hP,Ax I 
< 1 Pix’ + hPiAx’ / + h 1 PiA(x - x’)] 
< 1 x’ + hAx’ Ii + h jj P,A 11 I x - x’ / , 
and 
(1 PiA II 1 X - X’ I < II Pi II ~vG C I Pjx I < II Pi II Ma(l - 8)-l (m - 1) I x Ii . 
j#i 
Consequently, 
~$.(I x + hAx Ii - I x li)!h 
< lili(I x’ + hAx’ Ii - I x’ lJ/h + Ij Pi // MS(1 - S)-l (m - 1) j x It 
< ~44 I X’ Ii + 6 I X Ii = MAI + e) I X Ii * 
This establishes (2), and the proof of the proposition is complete. 
For the proof of our main theorems, we will find the following lemma 
helpful. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that Q is a nonempty subset of (l,..., m> and 
j x jR = max{j x Ii: i E Q}. 
Then I * ISa is a seminorm on Zn. Furthermore, if A E 9(.X”), x E X”, and 
d = {~EQ: I x lj = I x la}, then 
$$I x + hAx Is - I x IsaP = max{~~~+(l x + hAx lj - I x lj)/h:j Ed}, 
- &(I x - hAx Ia - 1 x In)/h = min{- El+(I x - hAx Ii - 1 x lj)/h:jEO}. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that 1 * Is) is a seminorm on 3-n. Note also that 
each of the above limits exists and that the second assertion is a direct con- 
sequence of the first with A replaced by -A. Let 
I’ = rnax(iih(l x + hAx Ij - 1 x lj)/h:j E A}. 
IfjEd, then IxIj=jxjQ, 
(I x + hAx Ii - I x M/h d (I x + hAx IQ - I x M/k 
so 
k~+(l x + hAx 1~ - I x M/h 2 r. 
Since Ix)j<IxlaforjEQ-~, wehavethat 
1 x + hAx IQ = max{l x + hAx ii:j E d} 
for h> 0 sufficiently small. Since d is finite, there must exist a sequence 
(&);P of positive numbers and some i E d such that lim,,, h, = 0 and 
I x + hkAx lo = 1 x + h,Ax Ii for all k = 1,2 ,.... Also, I x Jo = 1 x Ii and 
we have that 
$$I x + hAx In - I x L-N =!!$I x + &Ax Ii - I x IJP, 
= &(I x + hAx Ii - I x Id/h 
< r. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
3. ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we use the notions introduced in Section 2 to establish our 
main results concerning upper and lower bounds for solutions to (LDE). 
Some examples of these results are given in Section 5. The connection 
between the ideas of Section 2 and the solutions to (LDE) is established by 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that i is in {l,..., m> and u is a solution to (LDE). If 
p,(t) = I u(t)li for each t in (-co, a), thmp, is both right and Zeft d@krentiable, 
and, fw each t in (-co, co), 
and 
(pi>; (t> = &(I u(t) + hA(t) Wi - I Wdlh (3) 
(pi>‘_ (4 = - &(I 44 - hA(t) @)li - I WiP. (4) 
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Furthermore, if t is in (-co, CO) and j u(t)li > 1 u(t)ljfor aZZj # i, then 
and 
(Pi>; (Q G Pibwl m (5) 
(PX P> b - A[-491 Pi(G (6) 
Indication of Proof. Since u’(t) = A(t) u(t), assertions (3) and (4) are 
easy to establish (see, e.g., Coppel [2, p. 31). Also, if 1 u(t)li > I u(t)lj for all 
j # i, then 
and 
and assertions (5) and (6) are immediate from (3) and (4). 
Let U denote the unique continuously differentiable function from 
(-00, CO) into 9(X”) which satisfies U(0) = I and U’(t) = A(t) U(t) for 
all t in (-co, co). Then U(t) is invertible for each t in (-co, co) and if u is 
a solution to (LDE) and 7 is in (-co, co), u(t) = U(t) U(T)-1 U(T) for all t 
in (--co, co). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that i is in {l,..., m} and Q, and KL are dtijoint 
subsets of {l,..., m} - {i} such that 52, u Q- = (l,..., m} - (i}. Suppose further 
that 
and 
max{pi[A(t)]: j E Q-} < -&--A(t)] 
pi[A(t)] < mint-p&A(t)]: j E Q,} 
(7) 
for all t in (- CO, co). Then there is a subspace 2, of Xn such that the dimension 
of 2Zi is the rank of Pi (i.e., the dimension of the range of Pi) and each of the 
following are fulflled. 
Jo (1 (9 Jl U(O x Ii > I u(t) x Ij f or all (t, x) E (-00, a) x 2Ti and 
,.--, ; 
(ii) for each ,x E ~2’~ , the function 
t-+ I W) x Ii exp (- Jot P&WI ds) 
is nonincreasing on (- 00, co); 
(iii) for each x E L!Z~ , then function 
t -+ I u(t) x Ii exp (Jo’ PAI-441 ds) 
is nondecreasing on (- co, CO); 
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69 I x Ii exp (s,” PLIFWI ds) 
< I W) x Ii < I x Ii exp (- lot d-441 ds) 
for all x E 2Ti and t < 0. 
Remark. In Theorem 1, we allow the possibility that Sz- and/or Q+ may 
be empty. In the case that 9- is empty, we define max{pj[A(t)]: j E Q-} to be 
-CO, and in the case that 9, is empty, we define min[-,u,[--A(t)]:j E Q+} 
to be + 00. In particular, if m = 1 and PI = 1, then [ x Ii = I x j and we have 
Theorem 3 of Coppel[2, p. 581. Note also that, by part (v) of Proposition 1, the 
functions t ---f&A(t)] and t + - &--A(t)] are continuous on (-co, co) 
for eachj in {l,..., m}. 
The following two lemmas are convenient for the proof of Theorem 1. 
The suppositions of Theorem 1 are assumed to be fulfilled in each of these 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. For each x E X*, define 
IV-[x] = max{l x ii:j E Q-}, 
Npi[x] = max{l x li:j E Sz- U {i}}, N+[x] = max{j x ii:j E X2+>, 
and 
N+i[x] = max{] x Ii: j E Q+ U (i}}. 
(If .C?- is empty, dejne N.Jx] = -co, and if Q, is empty, de$ne N+[x] = -co). 
Let u be a nontrivial solution to (LDE) and let 7 be in (-co, CD). 
(i) If iV+i[u(~)] > N-[U(T)], then N+i[u(t)] > IV-[u(t)] for all t > T, 
and 
(ii) if N-i[~(~)] 3 N+[u(T)], then IV-“[u(t)] > N+[u(t)] for all t < T. 
Proof. Suppose that N+i[~(~)] > NJ-U(T)] and let 
d = {A > 7: N+i[u(t)] > NT[u(t)] for all t E [T, A]}. 
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Part (i) will be established if we show that A = [r, co). If A # [T, co), then A 
is of the form [T, ~1 or [T, r). Since N+ i N- and u are continuous, A must be , 
of the form [T, ~1 and N+i[~(y)] = N-[u(r)]. By (7), there is an E > 0 and 
6 > 0 such that 
max{&A(t)]:j E Sz-} + E < min{- p&A(t)]:j E Q, u {i>} - E (8) 
for all t E [y, y + 61. Let p(t) = N+i[u(t)] and q(t) = N[u(t)] for 
tic [Y,Y + 81. Let 
and 
A,(t) = {j E Q-: q(t) = I u(t)lJ. 
It follows that 6 can be chosen sufficiently small so that A,(t) Cd,(y) and 
A,(t) C d,(y) for all t E [y, y + 61. Also, by Lemmas 1 and 2, Proposition 2, 
and (8), we can also assume that 6 is sufficiently small so that 
for all t E [y, y + 61. Letting LX(~) = ma&~[A(t) + E: j E Q-1 have by solving 
the above differential inequalities that, for each t E [y, y + 61, 
and 
N- Wll = ~0) G P(Y) exp (Iyt 44 ds) . 
Since?(y) = &), we conclude that N+*[u(t)] 3 N-[u(t)] for all t E [y, y + 61. 
Thus, [T, y + 613 A, and it follows that A = [r, a). This establishes (i). 
The proof of (ii) is completely analogous if we define 
A = {h < 7: N-“[u(t)] > N+[u(t)] for all t E [A, T]} 
and show that assuming A is of the form [y, T] leads to a contradiction. 
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LEMMA 4. For each j in (l,..., m}, let nj denote the rank of Pj and dejne 
n, = ne + C nj 
ja2 L 
and n- = ni + C nj . 
a2 - 
Then, if N,i, N+ , N_i and N- are as in Lemma 3, 
(i) there is an n+ dimensional subspace E+ of X” such that 
N+i[U(t)x] >, N-[U(t)%] for allx~.%+ and t E(--CO, CO), 
and 
(ii) there is an n- dimensional subspace SY- of ~6” such that 
Nei[U(t) x] > N+[U(t)] for all x E Z- and t E (-CO, co). 
Proof. If x = (tj): and y = (Q): are in X”, define (x, y) = Cy=r[jyj. 
For each 7 < 0, let S+(T) be the range of U(T)-l [Pi + Cjoo+ Pi]. Then 
S?+(r) has dimension n,; so let (x~(T):~ = l,..., n,} be an orthonormal basis 
for X+(T) (i.e., (Xj(T)p ~~(7)) is 0 ifj # k and is 1 ifj = k). Since closed and 
bounded subsets of A?” are compact, there is a sequence (Tk)T in (-~01 
such that limk+co Tk = -co and lim,,, x5(Tk) = xj for j = I,..., n, . It is 
easy to see that {zj:j = I,..., n+> is also orthonormal and, hence, linearly 
independent. Let .Y+ be the subspace generated by {xj:j = l,..., n,}. If 
x E %+ , then there is a subset {aj:j = I,..., n+} of X such that x = Cj”= olix5. 
Then x = lim 
. . 
k+m xk , where xk = c,“= CtjXj(Tk) is m %+(T~). By the definition 
of .%+(T& we have U(rk) xk is in the range of Pi + xjso+ Pi; and, hence, 
Pju(Tk) Xk = 6 for all j 6 % . Hence N+i[U(~k) zk] > 0 = N-[U(T~) zk], 
and part (i) of Lemma 3 implies that N+i[U(t) z++] 3 N-[U(t) xk] for all 
t > Tk . Since lim,,, Tk = ---co and lim,,, u(t) zk = u(t) x for all 
t E (-co, co), it follows that N+i[U(t) X] > N-[U(t) X] for all t E (-co, co). 
This completes the proof of part (i). The proof of part (ii) is directly 
analogous, if for each 7 > 0 we choose -y-(T) to be the range of 
u(T)-’ [pi + hi Pi] and define 26- in a analogous manner as X+ except 
that, in this case, lim,,, Tk = j-co. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If %+ and X- are as in Lemma 4 and X, = 3?+ n SW , 
then CZi is a linear subspace of ~6” which has dimension no smaller than 
n+ + n- - n = n,--it can be shown that Xi has dimension exactly ni . 
Let ZCYi be an ni dimensional subspace of Xi . If N+i and NWi are as in Lemma 
3 and x E S5, then x E %+ and x E .5?-, and it follows from Lemma 4 that 
N+i[U(t) X] = Nwi[U(t) X] for all t E (-co, co). The claim is that 
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N+i[U(t) x] = .Ki[U(t) x] = 1 U(t) x Ii for all t E (-00, co). Assume, for 
contradiction, that this is not the case. Let 
and 
p(t) = N+Y U(t) 4, p(t) = iv-i[U(t) x], 
4(t) = Ij E -Q+ u {i>:p(t) = I U(t) x Ii>, 
d,(t) = {j E !2- u (i}: q(t) = / U(t) x lj}. 
By assumption, there is a 7 E (-co, co) such that ied, n d,(7). Since 
p(7) = q(7), it is immediate that i $ AD(~) u A*(T) and, by continuity, 
if A,(t) U d,(t) for all t E [ 7,~ + 61 for some 6 > 0. Note also that if 
j E 4(t) ” 44 f or any t E [T, 7 + 61, then 1 U(t) x Ii 3 1 U(t) x jlc for all 
k ~{l,..., nz}. Since d,(t) C Q+ for each t E [T, T + 61, we have from (7) and 
Lemmas 1 and 2 that, for each t E (T, T + 61, 
p-‘(t) = min{- li~mJ u(t) - Wt) 4th - I 4thW~ E 4(t)) 
3 mini--cLj[--A@)1 I Wj:j E W>> 
> P&WI At>. 
Also, since o,(t) C Qn_ for each t E [T, T + 61, we have from (7) and Lemmas 1 
and 2 that, for each t E [T, T f a), 
4+‘(t) =ma$l~~+(I 49 + 44 4th - I 4th>/~:i E491 
< =&PV>1 I Wj:j E 4t)I 
< -/-d-4)1 4(t) 
G P&w)1 4(t)- 
Thus, for each t E (7, 7 + 61, 
m > p(T) e*p (s,” l4%)1 q and c?(t) G Q(T) e*p (lt P&WI ds) .
This is an obvious contradiction to the fact that p(t) = q(t) for all 
t E (-co, co). Consequently, 1 U(t) x Ii = N+i[U(t) x] = NMi[U(t) x] for all 
t E (-cc, co) and x E ZZi . Part (i) of Theorem 1 now follows easily. Further- 
more, if x E ?Z’i and p,(t) = ] U(t) x Ii for all t E (-oo, CO), then 
1 U(t) x Ii > 1 U(t) x Ij for all jE{l,..., m}, and it follows from (5) and (6) 
in Lemma 2 that 
f (Pi(t) e*p (- Iot Pi[A(s)l ds)) G 0 
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and 
for all t E (-co, a~). Parts (ii) and (iii) f o 11 ow directly from these differential 
inequalities and parts (iv) and (v) are immediate from (ii) and (iii). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the suppositions of Theorem 1 are fuljilled. 
Then, for each x E Zoi , 
0) m-l II Pi /I-1 Ix I exp (jot - d--A(~)1 ds) 
d I U(t) x I < m II Pi II I x I exp (it pt[A(s)I ds,) for all t > 0, 
0 
and 
(4 m-l II Pi Ii--l I x I exp (jot PMs)I ds) 
d I u(t) x I d m II Pi II I x I exp (- jot d-4)1 ds) 
for all t < 0. 
Proof. By part(i) of Theorem 1, / U(t) x Ii > / U(t) x Ij for allj E {I,..., m}. 
Hence, 
I w> x I = 
and 
for all t E(---03, co). 
f P&W) x 1 < 2 I u(t) x Ii ,< m I U(t) x Ii, 
j=l j=l 
PJ(t) x I G II pi II I U(t) x I 
The Corollary is now an immediate consequence of 
parts (iv) and (v) of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that m > 2 and fm each i in {2,..., m} and t in 
(-co, oo), p+JA(t)] < - P~[- A(t)]. Then there is afamiZy{Qi: i = l,..., m> 
of supplementary projections on 3’” such that each of the following holds: 
(i) the rank of Qi equals the rank of P* for each i in (I,..., m}; 
and j(iitll U(z’&x Ii > 1 U(t) Qax Ij for aZZ t in (-00, co), x in X”, and i 
,-*+> ; 
409/45/2-13 
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(iii) the function 
t -+ I U(t) Qix Ii exp (- S,t P&WI ds) 
is nonincreasing on (---co, c0)for each x in LX+ andiin {l,..., m}; 
(iv) thefunction 
t + I U(t) QP Ii exp (jot ~i[-441 dt) 
isnondecreusingon(--oo, c0)foreach xinJFandiin(l,..., m>; 
(4 I QG Ii exp (- Iot ~~[--A(s)l ds) 
for each x in ~9, i in (I,..., m}, and t 3 0; and 
(4 I QG Ii exp (1” ~d441 ds) 
< I u(t) QP 1% G I BP Ii exp (- lot d-441 ds) 
for each x in 39, i in (l,..., m}, and t < 0. 
Proof. For the proof of this theorem, we use the proof techniques of 
Lemma 4 to simultaneously construct subspaces & , i = l,..., m, such that 
S-P is the direct sum of (Zi: i = l,..., m}, and the conclusions of Theorem 1 
are valid for each i in { l,..., m}. For each i in {l,..., m} and 7 in (-CO, co), 
let X+i(,) be the range of U(T)-l [CLi Pj] and XPi(7) be the range of 
U(r)-1 [$, Pj]. Note that X+i(~) 1 X$+‘(T) and XPi(7) C X?~(T). For each 
7 in (-co, co), 1etjxj(7):j = l,..., 
@+9:j = (1 + c;:; nk), > 
n} be an orthonormal set in Zn such that 
n is a basis for X+i(r)-where C”,=, nk is defined 
to be 0. (To see that such an orthonormal set exists, one may begin by 
constructing an orthonormal basis {X,-,m+l(T),..., Xn(T)} for X+m(~). Since 
X:-~(T) 3 X+m(~), one may extend this orthonormal basis to one for X?-~(T). 
By continuing in this fashion one obtains the desired orthonormal set in 
s?.) Using a compactness argument, we can assume the existence of a 
sequence (&)F in (- co, 0) such that Km,,, t, = -co and Xj = lim,,, xj(‘ck) 
exists for eachj E {l,..., m}. Let X+i denote the subspace of Zm generated by 
(x9: j = (1 + CLl: n,), n}. Then X+t has dimension CE, n, and X+i r> X$+‘. 
Similarly, we can construct subspaces X-” by appropriately choosing con- 
vergence orthonormal bases of Xvi(~k) where lim,,, 7-k = +co. Now 
define M+i[x] = max{ ]x I,: j = i ,..., m} and Mei = max{/ x Ii: j = l,..., i}. 
Note that, with the notations used in Lemmas 3 and 4, 
M$ = N+‘, J,fi+l = + 
N 
+) Mei - N-‘, and M? = N- , 
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where Q+ = {; + l,..., m> (or !J+ = ~zr if i = m) and J?- = (l,..., i - l} (or 
J2- = o if i = 1). Thus, by Lemma 4, 
M:+l[U(t) x] > &P[U(t) x] for all (t, x) E (-00, co) X Xy 
and 
W[ U(t) x] > My[ U(t) x] for all (t, x) E (--Co, co) X Xmi. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, let Zi be an ni dimensional subspace of 
XPi n X+i. Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 are valid for each i in 
u,..., m}, and if Qi is any projection from x” onto Zi , assertions (i)-(vi) 
of this theorem are valid. To complete the proof we need to show that the 
Qi’s can be chosen so that the family {Qi: i = l,..., m} is supplementary. 
Since the sum of the dimensions of the Zi is n, this is equivalent to showing 
that Zi n [C,“_,+r ZJ = {e} for each i E {l,..., m - l]. Note first that Zi C X-i 
andZiCX,‘C<$+‘foreachj=i+ l,..., m. Since Xpr is a subspace of %P, 
we have that &+r Zi C X+ . i+l Thus, the proof is complete if it is shown 
that XPi n Xy = (0). Let x E XPi n Xyl and define 
p(t) = MpyU(t) x] and q(t) = Mwi[ U(t) x] for t E (-co, co). 
By our construction of Xdi and Xy’, we have from Lemma 4 that p(t) 3 q(t) 
and q(t) > p(t) for all t E (-co, co), and hence p = 4. Let t E (-co, co) and 
let 
A.(t) = {j:j = i + l,..., m and ] U(t) x Ii = My[U(t) xl}. 
By Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that 
p-‘(t) = min{- hl+(l U(t) x - Id(t) U(t) x Ii. 
3 min{-&---A(t)] 1 U(t) x jj:j e d,(t)} 
2 -k+1E-WI P(t>Y 
since 
-Pi+l[-A(tll d Pi+l[A(t)l < --CLi[-A(t)l 
Similarly, 
q+‘(t) =G PiPwl q(t)* 
Thus, for each t 3 0, 
- I U(t) x LP:“i E 4(m 
for j = i + 2,..., m. 
Q(O) exp (1,” Pi[A(s)l ds) 2 4(t) =9(t) Z P(O) exp (- Jot Ps+l[--441 ds) ,
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and it is immediate that q(O) =p(O) = 0, since -~t+l[-A(~)] > &A(s)] 
for all s. Consequently x = 8, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 we have 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that the suppositions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled and i 
is in (l,..., m>. Then 
(i) m-l /I Pi lI-1 IQix I e*p (- Jbt 14-441 ds) 
< I u(t) Qix I < m II Pi II I QP I e*p (lo” ~M41 ds) 
for all x in ~9 and t > 0, and 
(ii) m-l II Pi II-’ I QF I e*p is,’ PMSI ds) 
< I u(t) Qix I < m II f’i II I QP I e*p (- jot A-441 ds) 
for all x in S” and t < 0. 
4. PERIODIC SYSTEMS 
In this section we suppose that w is a positive number and A is w-periodic 
on (--co, co) (i.e., A(t + W) = A(t) for all t E (-co, co)). The number w 
is not required to be the least period of A. The crucial property of w-periodic 
systems which is used is that the function t + U(t + w) x is a solution to 
(LDE) for each x in %“. 
THEOREM 3. In addition to the suppositions of Theorem 2, suppose that A 
is w-periodic. If the family {Qi: i = I,..., m} is as in Theorem 2 and Zi is the 
range of Qi for each i in {l,..., m}, then U(W) Z’z”i = LZF’~ and QiU(w) = U(w) Qi 
for each i in {l,..., m>. 
Proof. Note that the two conclusions of Theorem 3 are equivalent. 
Furthermore, since U(u) is invertible, if U(u) 5?%oi C bi , then U(w) LSYi = 9,. 
Thus we need to show that U(w) 5Yi C ZZi for each i E {l,..., m}. Let i be in 
{L..., m> and assume, for contradiction, that x E Zi and U(w) x 4 Bi . 
Since Z” is the direct sum of {ZYi:j = I,..., m}, we have that 
U(w) x = t zj, 
j=l 
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where xi E ZZj for each jE(l,..., m}. Also, U(w) x 4 bi implies that zk # 0 
for some k # i. Since v(t) = U(t + w x is also a solution to (LDE) and ) 
v(0) = Cy=, zj , we have that 
v(t) = f U(t)xj 
j=l 
for all t E (-co, co). We consider two cases. Suppose first that zlc # 0 for 
some k > i. Suppose also that k is the largest number in {I,..., m} such that 
xk # 0. Since A is w-periodic, there is an E > 0 such that 
PiLwl + E G -P*,[--A(t)l foralltE(-q co) and j<k. 
Since Qizc = X, it follows from part (i) of Corollary 2 that 
)j~ I u(t + w) x I exp (~ot~k[-4d1 ds) 
z= 0. 
Similarly, if j < k, then 2; = Qdzj and 
By applying part (i) of Corollary 2 again, we also have that 
liE+kf 1 U(t) zg 1 exp (Iot ple[-A(S)] ds) 3 m-l // Pfi 11-l I xle I > 0. 
Since 
U(t + w) x = f u(t) xi 
j=l 
with zi = 0 for j > k and zk # 19, we have from (10) and (11) that 
li~rnzf ) U(t + w) x I exp (S,’ pk[-A(S)] ds) 3 m-l jl Pk 11-l I zk I > 0. 
This is obviously a contradiction to (9). Now suppose that .zk # 8 for some 
k < i, and suppose also that k is the smallest number in {I,..., m) such that 
zk # 0. The argument in this case is completely analogous to the above case 
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if we let t -+ -co and use the estimates in part (ii) of Corollary 2. In partic- 
ular, as above, it can be shown that 
but 
which is impossible. We can now conclude that U(w) x E ZZ’$ for each x in 
ZYi and the assertions of Theorem 3 follow. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that the suppositions of Theorem 3 are fuljilled and 
let n, denote the rank of Pi for each i in {l,..., m}. Let {yI ,..., yn} denote the 
e&nvalues of U(w) (i.e., the multipliers of (LDE)), where each distinct eagen- 
value is counted as many times as its multiplicity. Then there is a family 
{ri: i = l,..., m} of mutually disjoint subsets of { 1,. . . , n} such that 
(i) Pi contains exactly ni elements and (Jz, Pi = {l,..., n}; 
(ii) if iis in {l,..., m} andj is in Pi , then each eigenvalue xj corresponding 
to yj is in ZFi; and 
(iii) if iis in{l,..., m} and j is in Pi , then 
9 (- l” P~--A(s)I ds) < I ~5 I G exp (l” ~d441 ds) . 
In particular, if Ai is a characteristic exponent of (LDE) corresponding to the 
multiplier yj , where j is in Pi , then Re&) = CO-~ ln(l ‘yj I), and we have the 
estimate 
- w-1 
s 
w &-A(s)] ds < Re(&) < w-l SW 
0 
o &W ds. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, U(W) ZXi = 9i for each iE{l,..., m}, and since 
the dimension of Bi is ni , it is immediate that there is a mutually disjoint 
family {r,: i = l,..., m} such that the number of elements in Pi is ni and 
assertions (i) and (ii) hold. Now let i E {l,.. ., m} and j E I’< . Let xj be a nonzero 
member of di such that U(w) xi = yjxi . Since Qixj = xj and U(w) xi = yjxj , 
we have from part (v) of Theorem 2 (with t = UJ) that 
I ~5 Ii exp (- Jbw ~d--A(s)l ds) G I ~j I I *j Ii G I Xi Ii exp (s,O dA(s>I ds) . 
W) 
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Since ( xj Ii > 1 X, Ik for all k E {I,..., m}, we have that 
Since 1 X, 1 > 0, 1 xi Ii > 0 and assertion (iii) is immediate from (12). All of 
the assertions of Theorem 4 are now seen to be valid. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this section a few simple examples are given which illustrate when 
these techniques may apply, and also we connect these results with those 
of Lazer [3]. 
Let the member A of 9(X%) be associated with the n x 11 matrix 
(QJ~~,~$~ , where ujk E X, and let {I’(: i = l,..., m} be a family of mutually 
disjoint, nonempty subsets of {l,..., n> such that uz, r, = {l,..., n}. For 
each i in (l,..., m}, let Pi be associated with the diagonal n x n matrix 
diag(pii),Gj<n , where pji = 1 if j E ri and pis = 0 otherwise. Obviously the 
family {P,: i = I,..., m} is supplementary on Xn. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that A, {ri: i = l,..., m}, and {Pi: i = l,..., m] 
are as above and for each x = (&)” E Xn, let 1 x I = max{] & ]:j = l,..., n}. 
Then, for each i in {l,..., m}, 
(ii) I/ Alli = max i 1 ujk I:j~r~ ;and 
I k-1 I 
(iii) pi[A] = max Re(uji) + i ( a,, I: j E ri . 
I k=l I 
k#j 
Proof. Part (i) is trivial. Let ilIi denote the maximum in (ii) and note that 
P,A is the matrix B = (bjk), where bjk = ajk if ( j, K) E r, x { 1,. .., n} and 
bjk = 0 otherwise. Now, if x = (&): E X” and 1 = I x Ii > I x I$ for 
j = l,..., m, then ) & I < 1 for each k in {l,..., n} and 
IAxli=)P,AxI =max 
I 
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Now, for each Jo pi and K ~{l,..., n}, let cjk = &/I ujk 1 if Us, # 0 and 
& = 1 if uik = 0. If xj = (tik)z=r , then 1 = 1 xj Ii > 1 xi Ilc for each 
k E {l,..., m); so 
for each j E ri. Thus, jl A Iji 3 Mi and (ii) established. Using (ii) (with A 
replaced by I + hA), we have that 
!II+W-l=max] l+hujj]-l+hi Iujkl:j~Ti 
/ k=l 
k#j 
for each h > 0. Dividing each side of this equation by h and letting h -+ Of 
establishes (iii). 
Note that, with the suppositions of Proposition 3, if x E X” and / x ji > j x Ii 
for each j in {I,..., m}, then I x 1 = / x Ii . Thus, in this case, Theorem 2 is also 
true with I . Ii replaced by I . / . Furthermore, Proposition 3 gives the con- 
nection between the results presented here and those of Lazer [3], as can be 
seen by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that the function A in (LDE) is associated with the 
II x n matrix valued function t---f (~~~Jt))i~~,~~~ on (-00, co). Let 
rj(t) = i 1 uik(t)i 
k=l 
k#j 
for each t E (-co, co) and jE{l,..., n}. Also let cJt> = Re(+(t)) - rj(t) 
and d,(t) = Re(ujj(t)) + ri(t) for all t E (-00, CO) and jE{l,..., n}. For each 
jE{l,..., n}, define 
si = u if> x Ecdt), WI, 
ts(-m,m) 
where 
Let S = uj”=, S, and, for each j in (l,..., n}, let Ci denote the maximal 
connected subset of 5’ which contains Sj . Let jr be an integer in {I,..., n} 
such that cj,(0) = min{c$(O): j = l,..., n}, and let r, = (j: Sj C C,,}. Let ja be 
an integer in (l,..., n} - r, such that ~$0) = min{cj(0): j = I,..., n, j$ rr}, 
and let r, = {j: Sj C C,,}. Continuing m this fashion, we see that there is a 
family {ri: i = I,..., m} of disjoint, nonempty subsets of {l,..., n} such that 
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(J;, ri = {l,..., n} and, if m > 2 and j E r,-i and K E I’i , then d,(t) < ck(t) 
for all t E (-co, co). Let Pi = diag(pi)igj(, , where p,i = 1 if j E ri and 
pji = 0 otherwise. By Proposition 3, if 1 x / = max{] tj ]:j = l,..., n} for 
each x = (fj)F E X”, then 
-pi[--A(t)] = min{cj(t): j E ri} and ,&A(t)] = max(dj(t): j E ri}. 
If m > 2, the suppositions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, and, if A is w-periodic, 
those of Theorems 3 and 4 are fulfilled. (Professor A. C. Lazer has informed 
the author by letter that he has obtained a result similar to this example, but 
with the assumption that A is bounded.) 
One should note that if, in Theorem 1, it is assumed that PiA = A(t) Pi 
for each t in (-co, oz), then the condition (7) is not needed for the conclusions 
of Theorem 1 to be valid (take Bi to be the range of Pi). However, if Pi does 
not commute with A(t), the conclusions of Theorem 1 are not necessarily 
valid without (7) as can be seen by the following simple example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
n = 2, PI = [:, ;] 9 pz = [i i] , and I = [i A] 
for all t E (--co, co). If l(.$i , (a)1 = max{l El I , I 5, I> for each 65 , &J E x2, 
then -pi[--A(t)] = -1, pi[A(t)] = 1, -p2[--A(t)] = -4, and &A(t)] = 4. 
If u(t) = (ui(t), z+(t)) is a nontrivial solution to (LDE), then there are con- 
stants ci and c2 such that ci and c2 are not both zero, z+(t) = cle2t + c2e-2t, 
and u2(t) = ui’(t). Hence, I u(t)j, = / r+(t)1 cannot satisfy the inequality 
1 z~i(O)j e-t < ) u,(t)1 < ) u,(O)/ et for all t E (--co, co) (or for all t E [0, co)). 
Thus, the conclusions of Theorem 1 are not valid for i = 1. 
One can also compute 1) A Iii and pLi[A] for other norms on X”. For example, 
if each of the suppositions of Proposition 3 are fulfilled, except that for each 
x = (&)y E X” we let ) x / = Cj”=, I fj / , then it can be shown that 
and 
Re(akk) i- jg, 1 %k I: k E ri 
i+k 
j& 1 %k iEJZErZ 
Z#i 
Note that in this case, if I x Ii > I x jj for all jell,..., m}, it does not neces- 
sarily follow that I x Ii = I x I , although it is always true that 1 x Ii < I x 1 . 
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Let us now point out how one may split a matrix A into blocks in order to 
estimate 11 A Jli andpJA]. Let{Pi: i = l,..., m} be any family of supplementary 
projections, and let Xi denote the range of Pi for each i in {l,..., m}. Now, for 
each i in {l,..., m}, let / . 1: denote the norm on %‘i induced by the norm 
1 . [ on 39 (i.e., / x 1: = 1 x 1 for all x E %J. Since Pix = x for all x E Xi, 
we have that 1 x 1: = 1 x Ii for all x E Xi . For each i and j in {I,..., m}, the 
mapping PiAPj maps Ej into Xi . Define 
jj PiAPj Ii& = max{l PiAPix 1:: x E Xi and 1 x lj* = 1). 
Since Pi is the identity mapping on Zd , define 
pF[PiAPi] = jil(ll Pi + hP,APi jiti - 1)/h. 
PROPOSITION 4. With the notations of the above paragraph, we have that, 
for each i in {l,..., m}, 
(i) II A II* < 2 Ii PiApj 6; 
j=l 
(ii) &Al < tLi*[A] + 5 II PJPj II&; and 
i=l 
j+i 
(iii) -pi[-Al b -pi*[--Al - ,F; II f’&‘j 1li.i. 
+i 
Proof. Suppose that ~~37 and 1 x Ii > 1 x jj for alljE{l,..., m}. Then 
1 AX Ii = I PiAx I = 1 PiA [f pi] x 1 < i, I P~AP~x 1 
j=l 
= il I P&‘df’j~>I G FI II P&‘j II& I PP I: 
= zl II f’&‘j I& I X IT G [zI II PiApj II&] I X Ii * 
Part (i) now follows easily. Using part (i), it follows that for each h > 0, 
II I + hA Ilt - 1 < 2 II Pi . I . Pj + hPiAPj l/tj - 1 
j=l 
= 1) Pg + hPiAPi 1li.i - 1 + 2 h II PiAPj \I:j. 
j-l 
Li#i 
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Part (ii) now follows by dividing each side of the above inequality by h and 
letting h -+ O+. Part (iii) is immediate from part (ii). 
The above proposition shows that the results presented here are improve- 
ments to those of Martin [5, Proposition 41. For an example of where these 
estimates may be easily applied, see [5, Example 41. 
Now suppose that A is in =.Y(s?), m > 2, and pl-i[A] < -&--A] for 
each i in {l,..., m). Let {Qi: i = l,..., m} be the family of supplementary 
projection guaranteed by Theorem 2 with A(t) = A for all t E (-co, co). 
In this case, (LDE) is w-periodic for each w > 0, and it follows from Theo- 
rem 3 that Qi exp(tA) = exp(tA)Qi for each t > 0 and iE{l,..., m}. Con- 
sequently, QiA = AQi for each i E {I,..., m}. Furthermore, by Theorem 4, 
each eigenvalue h of A satisfies -pi[-A] < Re(h) < pi[A] for some 
iE{l,..., m}. It is easy to see that if Pi commutes with A, then Qi = Pi. 
Hence, we have that Qi = Pi iff Pi commutes with A. However, there is 
always a connection between Pi and Qi , even when A is time dependent. It 
follows from part (v) of Theorem 2 and part (i) of Corollary 2 that if x E ~7” 
and Qix # 8, then P,Q,x # 0. 
Finally, let us note that, with the suppositions of Theorem 4, Qi computes 
with U(w) for each i in {I,..., m}. However, it is not necessarily true that Q2i 
commutes with U(t) for all t in (-co, cc), as can be seen by the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
n=m=2, A(t) = [:, ““;I for all t E (--co, 03), 
PI = diag(O, I), P2 = diag( 1, 0), 
and let / x / = max{l [r 1 , j f, I} for each x = (5, , E,) in ~7 with X the 
real field. By Proposition 3, 
-/4-4t)l = &WI = -1, -pZ[-A(t)] = 2 - ( cos t ( , 
and 
p&W)] = 2 + I cos t I for all t E (-co, co). 
In this case, 
w = [ exp(2t) 3 exp(2t)/lO + exp(-t) (sin t - 3 cos t)/lO 0 
exp(-4 1 
for all t E (-co, co), and 
Q1 = [; -“‘:“I Q2 = [:, ‘to] . 
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It is easy to check that, for i = 1 or 2, QiU(t) = U(t) Qi iff t = 2krr, where k 
is an integer. 
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